Propositional dynamic logic with infinite repeating-RPDL-was introduced by Streett (1982) . It contains a one-argument operator, repeat, which transforms each program a into a formula repeata with the following semantics. Let W# Qr be a set and R(a) be an interpretation of a as a binary relation in W. An infinite sequence S= (xi, x2, . ..) of elements of W is called an infinite cc-repeating starting from x1 if for any i we have x,R(a) xi+ 1. Then repeata is true in some point XE W iff there exists an infinite a-repeating starting from x.l Let us note that the finite version of this notion, namely finite a-repeating, is clearly definable in PDL by the formula (cc+)l, where a+ =cta* and 1 =p v lp.
A special kind of infinite a-repeating is the notion of cyclic a-repeating. We say that an infinite a-repeating S = (x1, x2, . ..) is a cyclic a-repeating if there exists k 2 1 such that for any i we have x~+~ = xi. Then the sequence (x 1, e-1, xk) is called an a-cycle. Analogous to repeata an operator cyclea can be introduced with the following semantics: cyclea is true at some point x E W iff there exists an a-cycle containing x. Cycling is a very natural feature of programs, so it is important to consider extensions of PDL in r Streett proposed an axiomatization of RPDL by the following axioms for repeata:
(Strl) repeata* (a)repeata; (Str2) A A [a*](A = (a) A) + repeata. A completeness proof for RPDL was found by Sakalauskaite and Valiev (1990) and by Gargov and Passy (1988) for some extension of RPDL. A completeness theorem for a fragment of RPDL, containing only the modalities [a] , [a*] , and repeata can be derived also from Goldblatt (1985) . which cyclecr can be expressed. Danecki (1984) had considered an extension of PDL with an operator loopol, called a strong loop predicate, with the following semantics: looprx is true at a point x iff xR(a)x. Then cycleu. is equivalent to the formula loopcc+. Another extension of PDL in which cyclecl can be expressed is IPDL, PDL with intersection CI n /I of programs (see Harel, 1983; Danecki, 1985) . In IPDL cyclea is equivalent to the formula (a+ n 1 ?) 1. If IPDL contains the operation of converse CI ~ ' then another formula which is equivalent to cyclecl is (a') 1, where a'=a+ n (a-')+.
Unfortunately no completeness results are known for these logics. We will consider an extension. of PDL, denoted by PDL", in which the abovedefined operation a' is taken as a primitive one and called a cyclic repeating. The axiomatization of the full PDL' is also an open problem. However, we found an axiomatization of a very simplified version of PDL" without program operations and containing only three programs: a, a*, and a'. This is a kind of polymodal logic with three modal operations [a] , [a*], and [UC] , which will be denoted by Cl, q *, and 0" respectively.
The corresponding modal logic will be called a modal logic for cyclic repeating and will be denoted for short by MLCR.
The main result of this paper is an axiomatization of MLCR and a completeness theorem with respect to the described above standard semantics. The main difficulty of this problem is that the standard semantics for MLCR is not modally definable in the polymodal language of MLCR. So, first, we find the expected axiom system and define for it a nonstandard semantics, which is modally definable by the proposed set of axioms. Second, using a special technique, called a copying method we prove that each nonstandard model of MLCR can be transformed into an equivalent standard one. Third, applying a generalization of Segerberg's filtration techniques for PDL (Segerberg, 1982) , we prove that MLCR is complete with respect to its nonstandard semantics and consequently complete with respect to its standard semantics. As a side result of this proof we obtain that MLCR has the finite model property with respect to its nonstandard semantics, which implies its decidability. However, MLCR does not have the finite model property with respect to its standard semantics.
SYNTAX AND SEMANTICSOF MLCR
The language of MLCR contains an infinite set VAR of propositional variables; 1, A, v , the Boolean connectives; 0, 0 *, UC, three modal operations; and ( , ), parentheses. The set FOR of all formulas is defined in the usual way. Abbreviations are 1 = A v 1 A, 0 = 11, A *B= x II-v A iff xEu(A) for AEVAR;
x I(-I, 1 A iff x I/+, A /non x jl-" A/;
x #--v A A B iff x /I-1, A and x II-" B;
x II-~, A v B iff x Il-U A or x Ii-" B;
x It-, 0 A iff (Vy E W)(xRy + y IIkE A);
x /I-" q *A iff (VYE W)(xQy+y II-" A);
If I+' is a frame and v a valuation then the pair (v, v) will be called a model over Y. A formula A is true in a model (v, v), or (w, v) verifies A, if for any x E W we have x I+, A. A formula A is true in a frame W if it is true in any model over w. A formula A is true in a class r of frames if it is true in each frame from r By L(T), the logic of l', we denote the set of all formulas true in IY We say that two models are equivalent if they verify one and the same set of formulas.
To define the standard semantics of MLCR we need some notations and facts. Let R and S be two relations in a set W# 0. Define R-l= {(xv y)/yRx};
It is a well known fact that R* is the reflexive and transitive closure of R and that R+ is the transitive closure of R. To explain the meaning of R" we need the notion of R-cycle. A finite nonempty sequence c = (x1, x2, . . . . x,) is called an R-cycle if x, Rx, R . .. Rx,Rx,. By this definition the sequence (x) is an R-cycle if xRx. If x is a member of C we DIMITER VAKARELOV will write x E C. The following equivalence follows directly from the definitions :
xRcy iff there exists an R-cycle C such that x, YE C.
Obviously R' is a symmetric and transitive relation in W. Let us say that a relation is a quasi-equivalence if it is a symmetric and transitive one. Then, adopting such a terminology, we call R" the cyclic quasi-equivalence determined by R.
We say that a frame W= ( W, R, Q, S) is a standard frame for MLCR if Q = R* and S = R". By C,, Cfn, Cy we denote the classes of all standard frames, all standard finite frames, and all standard infinite frames, respectively.
Let W be a standard frame. Then for any valuation v we have
x Ii-v cycle iff x E C for some R cycle in W.
This shows that the constant cycle expresses in MLCR the notion of cyclic repeating of R. We propose the following axiomatization of MLCR:
Axiom Schemes and Rules for MLCR The axioms (RefO*), (TrO*), and (Incl) express the fact that the relation Q is a reflexive and transitive relation, containing R. The axiom (IndU*) is the well-known Segerberg induction axiom for the iteration in PDL (Segerberg, 1982) . Let us note that instead of (TrO*), (RefCi*), and (Incl), Segerberg uses a single axiom, (Ind,) 0 *A 3 A A 0 q *A, which is equivalent to ours on the base of (K 0 ) and (Ind 0 *). The axiom (IndO") is analogous to (IndO *) and will be called the induction axiom for Cl".* LEMMA 1.1. The logic MLCR is sound with respect to its standard semantics.
ProoJ: We shall show only that (Ind Cl ') is true in all standard frames. We suppose that W= ( W, R, R*, R") is a standard frame, u is a valuation, XE W, x Ii-u q A, x I[-" El"(A = q A), and we proceed to show that x (I-v q 'A. Suppose xR"y, i.e., xR+y and yR+x. We have to show that Y II-u A.
From xR+y we have that xR'y for some i3 1. Now we apply induction on i. i = 1 (basis). Then we have xRy and since x I(--" 0 A we obtain that
Suppose that for any z E W, if xRkz and zR+x then z I/--, A. i = k + 1 (induction step). We have xRkfly c* (3z E W) xRkz & zRy. From zRy and yR+x we obtain that zR+x. Then from xRkz and zR+x we obtain by the induction hypothesis that z I/-*, A. Also from xRkz and zR+x we obtain xRCz. Then, since x II-" q l"(A-CIA) we get z It--, A=> q A, and by z I+-, A we obtain z I/-D q A. From here and zRy we finally obtain y II--" A. This shows that (IndO') is true in W. 1 According to the modality 0 * a stronger result can be proved: the axioms (Ref 0 *), (Tr 0 *), (Incl), and (IndCl*) are true in a frame ( W, R, Q, S) iff Q = R*. One can expect that the axioms for 0 ', (SirnO"), (TrCI"), and (IndO"), are true in a frame ( W, R, Q, S) iff S= R". But this is not true. Moreover we show later that there is no set F of formulas such that F is true in a frame ( W, R, Q, S) iff S = R". This means that the notion of a standard frame is not modally definable in the language of MLCR. That is why we define a wider class of frames for MLCR than the standard one, which will be modally definable by the axioms of MLCR.
A frame I$'= ( W, R, Q, S) is called a general frame for MLCR if Q = R*, S is a quasi-equivalence in W, and the axiom (IndO') is true in w. General frames sometimes will be called nonstandard frames for MLCR. BY z,, C;, .Z'T we denote the classes of all general frames, all finite ' A general study of polymodal logics containing axioms like (Ind 0 *) and (Ind 0 ') is given by Vakarelov (1988). general frames, and all infinite general frames, respectively. General frames define general or nonstandard semantics for MLCR.
A simple example of a general frame which is not a standard one can be constructed in the following way. Let W= {a}, R = {(a, a)}, Q = R*, and S= 121. Obviously S is a quasi-equivalence in W. It is easy to verify that (IndO") is true in the frame @'= ( W, R, Q, S), so W is a general frame for MLCR. For that frame we have R + = R, R -' = R, and hence R" = R. So R' #S, which shows that I$' is not a standard frame for MLCR.
To find an adequate semantic condition for (IndO ") we generalize the operation of R+ in the following way.
Let W # @ and R, S be binary relations in W. We define a new relation R,+ in W by the following inductive definition: [
is true in a frame (W, R, R*, S) iffS~R,+.
(ii) Let W= (W, R, Q, S) be a frame such that Q = R* and S be a quasi-equivalence in W. Then W is a general frame for MLCR iff S c R,+ .
(iii) All standard frames for MLCR are general ones.
Proof (i)(c)
Let v be a valuation, x E W, and SG R,+ . Suppose x II-" 0 A and x (I-" q c(A * 0 A). We will show that x I+-, 0 "A. For that purpose suppose xSy and proceed to show that y II--, A. From xSy and S c_ R,+ we obtain xR,+ y, so xRi y for some i 3 1. Now we apply induction on i. i = 1: Then xRk y implies xRy and since x Ii-U q A we obtain Y k"A. i = k (i.h.): Suppose that for any z E W, if xRk,z then z It----, A. i=k+l: From Rk,+ ' = (Rk, n S) 0 R we obtain that xRk,+ 'y implies that for some ZE W we have xRk,z, xSz, and zRy. By the (i.h.) we obtain that z Il-u A. From XSZ and x II-" q '(A = 0 A) we get z I[-" A = q A, and since z j/-t, A then z Il-t, q A. From here and ZRJJ we obtain that Y II-c A.
(-+ ) Suppose that S p R,+ . Then for some x, y E W we have xSy but not xR,+ y. We show now that the formula q A A q "(A * q A) = 0 "A, A E VAR, is not true in W. Define a valuation u for A as follows:
From this definition we have that y It-+, A and by xSy we obtain x It+, q icA.
We shall show that x Il-v q A. Suppose xRz. Then we have xR;z and consequently xRs+ z. So z E u(A) and hence x /--U 0 A.
We shall show also that x Il-U 0 "(A 3 0 A). For that purpose suppose xSt, t II-" A, tRz and proceed to show that z Il-U A.
From xSt and t I[-" A we obtain xR,+ t and then xR;t for some i. From xR;t, xSt, and tRz we obtain xRF ', so xRiz and hence z /I-" A. (ii) is a consequence of (i).
(iii) Suppose I$'= ( W, R, R*, R") is a standard frame. The relation R" is a quasi-equivalence in W and by Lemma 1.1 (Ind Cl ") is true in @', so W is a general frame for MLCR. 1
The following lemma will be of later use. LEMMA 1.4. Let W= ( W, R, R*, S) be a general frame. Then:
(i) Zf C is an S-cycle in W then for any x, y E C we have xSy. (ii) W= ( W, R, R*, S) is a standard frame if R" G S, (iii) W is a standard frame if all R-cycles in W are S-cycles.
Proof. (i) The assertion follows immediately from the transitivity of S.
(ii) Suppose R" c S. Since Y is a general frame then by Proposition 1.3(ii) we have SG R,+ , and since R,+ E R + we obtain that SE R+. From here we obtain also that S-' c (R+)-' = (R-l)+.
But S is a symmetric relation, so S-'=S and hence SE (R-l)+. From SE R+ and SE (R-l)+ we get SC R+ n (R-l)+ = R', so S= R".
(iii) Suppose that all R-cycles in Ware S-cycles in W. We shall show that R" G S and then by (ii) W will be a standard frame.
Suppose xR"y. Then there exists an R-cycle C such that x, y E C. But C is also an S-cycle and by (i) we have xSy. So R" c S. 1
EQUIVALENCE OF STANDARD AND GENERAL SEMANTICS FOR MLCR
The main aim of this section is to show that L(.E,) = L(z,), i.e., the logic of general frames coincides with the logic of standard frames. We do this by means of a special construction called copying.3 The general definition, adapted for the case of MLCR, is the following.
Let I$'= ( W, R, Q, S) and W' = ( W', R', Q', S') be two frames and M = ( Ij', U) and M' = ( w', u') be models over W and W', respectively. Let Z # /zr be a set of functions from W into IV' and for any i E Z and x E W let the application of i to x be denoted by xi. We say that Z is a copying from I$' to w' if the following conditions are satisfied for any x, y E W and i E I:
where wi= {XJXE W}; iel (CRl) If xRy then 3j~Z such that xiR'yj; (CR2) If xjR'y' then 3y E W and Jo Z such that y' = yj and xRy.
Analogously for Q and S we have the corresponding conditions (CQl), (CQ2), (CSl), and (CS2). We say that Z is a copying of the model &f to the model &f' if Z is a copying of W to W' and the following condition is satisfied for any AE VAR, XE W, and iEZ:
The elements of the set Z are called copying functions and for each i E Z the set Wi is called the ith copy of W. Obviously, when Z is one element set then the above definition becomes the definition of a p-morphism between frames and models (Segerberg, 1971) . The copying is also a special case of the zigzag relation between frames and models (van Benthem, 1984 The importance of the copying construction is in the following LEMMA 2.1 (Copying Lemma).
Let M = (II/, u), M' = ( lj", u') be two models and I be a copying from M to M'. Then:
(i) For any formula A, x E W, and in I, x 11-o A iffxi II-u, A;
(ii) The models &t and &4' are equivalent.
Proof: (i) We apply induction on the complexity of A. For A E VAR the assertion is true by the condition (Cv). Boolean combinations of formulas do not present difficulties, so let us consider the case A = q B. For the induction hypothesis suppose that for any y E W and jE I (i.h) y Ii-V B iff yj /I-UI B.
(+) Suppose x It----, OR, x,R'y' and proceed to show that y' II-", B. From x,R'y' we obtain by (CR2) that there exist y E W and Jo I such that y' = yj and xRy. From x II-" q B and xRy we obtain y I+-, B and by (i.h.) we get yj IF-,, B, hence y' IF-,, B.
(t ) We suppose xi Il-V, q IB, xRy and proceed to show that y Il-U B. From xRy we obtain by (CR1 ) that there exists some Jo Z such that xiR'yj. From xi II-", q iB and XiR'yj we get yj Il-vI B and by (i.h.) that y Il-V B.
The cases A = 0 *B and A = 0 'B can be treated in the same way.
(ii) is a corollary of (i). 1
The main aim of this section is the following: Now we shall apply a copying construction. Let I= N = (0, 1,2, ._. > Define w' = W x N and let for any i E N and x E Wx, = (x, i). Obviously W' is an infinite set and condition (I) is satisfied. We define the relations R' and S' in w' by the following equivalences:
x,R'yj iff xRy and [(j= i + 1 and (x, y) is a defective pair in W) or (j= i and (x, y) is not a defective pair in W)];
x,S'y, iff xSy and i = j.
The required frame is _w' = (w', R', RI*, S'). It is easy to see that the conditions (CRl), (CR2), (CQl), (CQ2), (CSl), and (CS2) from the definition of copying are fulfilled and hence I is a copying of W to w'. It remains to prove that r is a standard frame.
Obviously the relation S' is a quasi-equivalence relation in W'. First we will show that w' is a general frame. For that purpose it is sufficient to prove that S' E R'$.
We suppose xiS'yj and proceed to show that x,R&+yj. From x,S'y, we have xSy and i= j. Since W is a general frame we have that SG Ri, so xR,+ y and then xRk, y for some k. If k = 1 then by Lemma 1.2(i) we have xRy. Since xSy then (x, y) could not be a defective pair in W, so xiR'yi and since i = j we have xiR'yj and hence xiR'+yj. If k 2 2 then by Lemma 1.2(ii) there exists a sequence x1, x2, . . . . xk such that x = x'Rx2 ... RxkRy and (x2, . . . . x"} 5 S(x), so x'sx*, x'sx3, . ..) xlSxk. Then, since S is a quasiequivalence in W, we have xsSxs+ ' for any 1 <s < k. This shows that (xS, x3+1) could not be a defective pair in Wand then, by the definition of R' we obtain 
. x1} E S'(xi).
Then, by Lemma 1.2(ii), we obtain x,Rk? yi and since i= j-xiR&+ yj. Now we show that w' is a standard frame. For that purpose we apply Lemma 2.2(iii); namely, we prove that all R'cycles in w' are S'-cycles.
Let c' = {xi,, xf*, . . . . xi.} be an RI-cycle in W'. So we have xi, R'x%R' . . . R'x",R'x:,. By the delimtion of R' we have that i, < i, < . . . < i, < il, and from here -i1=i2= . . . = i, = i. So all members of C' are in one and the same copy Wi of W, which says that all pairs (xk, xk+ I), (x", xl), 1 <k < n, are not defective ones. This implies that xkSxk+ ' and x"Sx'. Then, by the definition of s' we obtain x,'S'xfS' .. . S'x;Sxf, which shows that c' is an S-cycle in w'. Hence the frame w' is a standard one.
Applying the Copying Lemma we obtain that the model &f' = (w, u'), where v' = {xi/x E u(A), i E I} is equivalent to the model &4. i
(ii) There is no set F of formulas such that for any general frame W= ( W, R, R*, S): F is true in W ifs _W is a standard frame; i.e., the class of standardframes is not modally definable in the language of MLCR.
(ii) Suppose that such a set F exists. Then FG L(C,). Let I& be a general frame for MLCR which is not a standard one. Then for some formula A E F we have that A is not true in I&, so A $ L(C,). Since A E L(C,) we obtain that L(Z,) # L(Z,) which contradicts (i). 1 Let us note that the copying construction in the proof of Theorem 2.2 always produces an infinite standard model &4'. One can think that the infinity of &4' is a side effect depending on the construction. The following theorem shows that the infinity of &4' cannot be avoided. Let W, = (N, R, R*, R') be a standard frame defined as follows:
N is the set of all natural numbers; It is easy to see that Fin is not true in W,, so Fin+ L(C',"'). However Fin is true in the class Cp of all finite standard frames and hence Fin E L(CF). To show this let x be a member of some finite standard frame r. If there exists an R-cycle C, reached from x by R* then obviously Fin is true in x, because cycle is true in C. If this is not the case, then, since W is finite, all R-paths from x are finite, and hence in their ends Cl0 will be true, so, again Fin is true in x. 1 This theorem shows that MLCR do not posses the finite model property (f.m.p.) with respect to its standard models. However, we shall prove later that MLCR possesses f.m.p. with respect to its general models.
PRELIMINARY FACTSABOUTCANONICALCONSTFUCTIONSAND FILTRATION Canonical Constructions
For the canonical constructions in modal logic we refer, e.g., to Hughes and Cresswell (1984) and Segerberg (1971) . Here we list only some definitions and facts adapted for MLCR, denoted for brevity by L. The set of all theorems of L also will be denoted by L.
A Any consistent set of formulas of L can be extended to a maximal consistent set of L. In particular, tf A is not a theorem of L then { 1 A} is a consistent set and hence A $x for some XE w,.
For any XE W, and A, BE FOR the following is true: (i) QL is a reflexive and transitive relation in W, and R, G QL, (ii) S, is a quasi-equivalence in W,.
Proof
(i) It is a well known fact that the axioms (ReflJ*) and (TrO *) imply reflexivity and transitivity of the corresponding canonical relation QL (see, e.g., Hughes and Cresswell, 1984) . To show that R, E QL suppose xR, y and 0 *A E x. Then by the axiom (Incl) 0 *A 3 0 A and Fact 3.l(ii) we get CIA EX. From here and xR,y we obtain A E y. So we have xQL y, which shows the inclusion RL c et,.
(ii) The symmetry and transitivity of SL follows from the axioms (SirnO") and (Tr DC), respectively. m Filtration.
Here we list some basic definitions and facts about Segerberg's (1971 Segerberg's ( , 1982 filtration of canonical models, adapted for the logic L.
Let @ be a finite set of formulas closed under subformulas. (i) For any XE W, and A E @: (xl II-" A zff A EX; (ii) Zf Card CD = n then Card ) W,l < 2"; (iii) For each subset A4 c I WJ there exists a formula A (the characteristic formula of 44) which is a Boolean combination of elements of @, such thatfor any XE W,: AEX iff 1x1 EM.
The proof of this fact is the same as for the monomodal case. Let us note that the clauses (FRl), (FR2), and so on, are used in the proof of the Filtration Lemma in the cases when A is in the form [T] B, TE {R, Q, S}.
We say that L admits a filtration if for any formula A there exists a finite set of formulas @, containing A and closed under subformulas, and a tiltration (( 1 WJ, R, Q, S), u) through @, such that the frame (I WJ, R, Q, S) is a general frame for L. If @ consists of all subformulas of A then we say that L admits a good filtration.
FILTRATION AND COMPLETENESS THEOREM FOR MLCR THEOREM 4.1 (Filtration Theorem for MLCR).
The logic MLCR admits a good filtration.
Proof. Let @ be the set of all subformulas of a given formula. Define the following relations in ) W,j : S= R,+., n (R-l);, n S".4
We need the following lemma: (ii) (1) Q' is a reflexive and transitive relation in I W,],
(2) S' is a transitive relation in I W,l.
Proof: (i) and (ii) are well known facts in modal logic. Note that R' is known as minimal filtration for R,, and Q' and S' are known as Lemmon filtrations for the modal logics S4 and K4, respectively. 1 4 The first filtration construction for 0 * was given by Segerberg (1982) . Our construction is more complicated, but gives a smaller size of the filtrated frame. (ii) S" is a symmetric and transitive relation in I W,l.
Proof: (i) (FS"l). Suppose xS, y. Then by Fact 3.2(ii) we have ySLx, and by (FS'l) we obtain 1x1 S'ly] and Jyl S'lx]. Thus 1x1 S"Jyl.
(FS"2) Suppose 1x1 S" yl. Then we have 1x1 S'lyl and by (FS'2) we have (VO"AE@)(CI~AEX~AE~).
(FRl) Suppose xR, y. Then by Fact 3.2(i) we have xQL y and by (FR'l) and (FQ'I) we obtain 1x1 R'lyl and 1x1 Q'lyj, hence 1x1 Rlyl.
(FR2) Suppose 1x1 Rlyl. Then we have 1x1 R'lyl and by (FR'2) we obtain (VCIAE@)(OAEX-PAE~).
(ii) By Lemma 5.2(ii) S' is a transitive relation. Then S'-' is a transitive relation too. From here it can be easily obtained that S" = S' A s'-' is a symmetric and transitive relation in I WJ. 1 ProoJ (FQ1 ). We follow the proof from Segerberg (1982) . Suppose xQ,. y and not 1x1 Ql yl for some x, YE W,. We proceed to obtain a contradiction. Define M= { Izl/lxl QlzI}. So ly( #A4 and 1x1 EM, because Q is a reflexive relation. By Fact 3.3(iii) there exists a formula A such that foranyzEWL:IzIEMiffAEz.FromIxlEMandlyl~MwegetAExand A 4 y. From xQL y and A $ y we obtain that Cl *A Ix. By the axiom (IndO*)
A A U*(A=~0,4)*17*A, AEX, and q *A$x we obtain that q *A(A + lJA)$x. Then by Fact 3.l(viii) there exists t E W, such that x&t and A+OA$t and hence AEt and E!A$t. From AEt we obtain that (~(EM and hence 1x1 &It!. So we have 1x1 R'(t( for some i. From q A# t we obtain by Fact 3.l(vii) that tR,z and A$z for some ZE W,.
Then by Lemma 4.3(i) (FRI) we get ItI R(zl. From 1x1 R'(t( and ItI R(z( we obtain (xl R'+'lzl and hence (XI R*lzl. So (xl Qlzl and IzI EM, hence AEZ, a contradiction.
(FQ2). Suppose 1x1 Qlyl. Then we have 1x1 R'lyl and then for some XI 9 x2, . . . . xi we have 1x1 Rlx,l Rlx,l ... lxil Rlyl. By the definition of R we obtain 1x1 Q'lx,l Q'lx21 ...\xJ Q'jyl. Then by Lemma 4.2(ii)(l) Q' is a reflexive and transitive relation and hence 1x1 Q'lyl. Then by (FQ'2) we obtain (VU *A E @)( 0 *A E x -+ A E y), which proves (FQ2). 1 Proof of (i). From xS,y we obtain by Lemma 4.3(i) (FS"I) that 1x1 S"lYl.
Proof of(ii).
To prove 1x1 R&lyl we define the set M= { Izl/lxl R,+,, IzI } and proceed to show that ly( EM. By Indeed, from (a) and (b) we obtain that q A A 0 "(A * DA) E x. Then by the axiom (IndO') CIA A q "(A -DA)= iJ"A we obtain that q "A E x. From here and xS, y we get A E y.
To prove (a) suppose xR,z and proceed to show that A E z. By (FRl) we have 1x1 RlzJ, so 1x1 Rs,lzl, IzI EM, and hence A E z.
To prove (b) suppose xS, t, A E t, tR,z and proceed to show that A E z. From A E t we get ItI E A4 and hence 1x1 R$ltl. Then for some ia 1 we have 1x1 R',.(tl. From xS,t and tR,z, by the conditions (FS"l) and (FRl) from Lemma 4.3(i) we obtain 1x1 S"lt) and ItI Rjzl. Then the conditions (xl R$,,ltl, 1x1 S"ltl and ItI R IzI imply 1x1 R$'Izl so 1x1 R&lzl, IzI EM, and hence A E z.
Proofof(iii).
The proof of IyI R&(x1 is similar to that of (ii): define the set N= { Izl/lyl R$,lzl> and let B be the characteristic formula of N. We have to show that 1x1 EN. This follows from the following: Indeed, from (a), (b), and axiom (IndO ") we obtain OCR E y. From xS, y, by Fact 3.2(ii) we have yS,x. Then q I"BE y and by yS,x we get BEX and 1x1 EN.
The proof of Assertion 2 is similar to the proof of Assertion 1.
(FS2) Suppose 1x1 SlyI. Then we have 1x1 S"\.Y( and by (FS"2) we obtain (VU"AE@)(O~AEX-+AE~). 1 LEMMA 4.6. Let W= ( W, R, R*, S") be a frame in which S" is a quasiequivalence in W and let S = R$, n (RI):, n S". Then Suppose xS"y. We have to consider four cases.
Case 1. xRy and yRx. Since we have xS"y and yS"x, obviously the sequence C = (x, y) is an R-and S"-cycle, containing x and y.
Case 2. Zli~23x,x,~~~xi:x=x,Rx,R~~~xiRy and {x1 ,..., xi}~S"(x) and yRx. Then C= (x, x2, . . . . xi, y) is an R-cycle containing x and y. From xS"y and {x2, . . . . xi} E S"(x), by transitivity and symmetry of S", we obtain xS"xz S" . . . xJ"yS"x, which shows that C is also an S-cycle.
Case 3. xRy and 3ja23xi+, ...x~+~: y=~~+,Rx~+,R...x~+~Rx. In this case C= (y, xi+*, . . . . x~+~, x). The proof that C is an R-and S-cycle is the same as in the Case 2. y=~~+,Rx,+,R.~~x~+~Rx and {x~+~,...,x~+~}E S"(y). In this case C= (x, x2, . . . . xi, y, Xi+23 . . . . xi+ j). Obviously C is an R-cycle, containing x and y. From (x2, . . . . xi> ES"(X), (x,+~, . . . . x;+~>,G S"(y) and xS"y we obtain, by transitivity and symmetry of S", that C is an S-cycle.
To prove (i) (-) we suppose xSy. Then in the four cases, considered above, we obtain an R-and S-cycle C, containing both x and y.
To prove (i)( t ) we suppose x, y E C for some R-and S-cycle C. Since S" is a quasi-equivalence relation, then, applying Lemma 2.1 we obtain easily xS"y, xRG. y and yR,C..x, and hence xSy.
(ii) We suppose xSy and proceed to show that xR,+ y. Case 1. xRy. Then we have xRk y and hence xR,+ y.
Case 2. xi?y. By (i) there exists an R-and S-cycle C such that x, y E C. Since xRy, 3 > 13x, ... ?C~E C : xRx, R . . . x;Ry. By (i) for any u, v E C we have uSu so {x1, . . . . xi} c S(x). Consequently we obtain xR,+ y.
(iii) The fact that S is a quasi-equivalence relation in W easily follows from (i).
(iv) From (ii), (iii), and Proposition 1.3 we obtain that (W, R, R*, S) is a general frame for MLCR. 1
Now the proof of Theorem 4.1 follows from the Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. i COROLLARY 4.7. MLCR has the finite model property with respect to its general semantics and is decidable. Proof The implications (i) + (ii) + (iii) are obvious and the implications (i) + (iv) + (v) follow from Lemma 1.1. The equivalence (ii) c* (v) is stated in Corollary 2.3(i). We shall prove the implication (iii) + (i), which completes the proof of the theorem.
Suppose A is not a theorem of MLCR. By the Lindenbaum Lemma there exists a maximal consistent set x,, such that A #x,,. By the Filtration Theorem MLCR admits a good filtration. Let @ be the set of all subformulas of A and let &f = (( 1 WJ, R, Q, S), v) be a good filtration of the canonical frame through @. Then by the Filtration Lemma we have lx01 I/-+, A. By Fact 3.3(ii) Card 1 W,l < 21Ai. So A is not true in a general frame with a cardinality ~2'~'. Then, by contraposition, we have the implication (iii) + (i). i 5. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS Problem 1. Extend the results of this paper for PDL'. Problem 2. Let MLCRbe MLCR without 0 * and the corresponding axioms. Obviously the Standardization Theorem and the Filtration Theorem for MLCRare true. The problem is whether MLCRis complete in the class of its finite standard models or not. Let us note that the proof that MLCR does not have f.m.p. with respect to its standard models does not hold for MLCR-, because the formula (Fin) used in this proof contains [? *.
Problem 3. Extend the results of this paper for an extension of MLCR with a propositional constant repeat with the following semantics: x JI-u repeat iff there exists an infinite R-repeating starting from x. An algebraic study of repeat, q , and 0 * is given by Goldblatt (1985 
